
Algebra Preliminary Exam
August 21, 2003

Instructions: Do all setlen problems. You wiII haue four hours for tlils eram.

l. Let IvI be a monoid. (Recall that a monoid ltI is a (non-empty) set, closed under an a-ssociative
birtary operati<>n which has a two-sided identity.)
(a) Let F(M) be the set of all functiorls from M into M. Ptove that F'(M) is a monoid under

composition of functions. 0t p/*

(b) Prove that M acts on M b)@Fultiplication.
(c) Prove that M is isomorphic to a submonoid of F(M).
(d) Prove that M is a group if and only if 1l,1 acts transitively on M by right multiplication.

2. Let P be a nontrivial, finite pgroup, with center Z(P).lt N is a nontrivial, norrnal subgroup
of P, prove that N n Z(P) is nontrivial.

3. Let fi be a cornmutative ring with identity and let M be a maximal ideal of /?.
(a) Show M[r) is an ideal of l?[rl (for r an indeterminate).
(b) Show Mlrl is a prime ideal, but not a rnaximal ideal.
(c) Find a maximal ideal of l?[r] that contains M[r].

4. Let p(r) : trS - 2, K the splitt ing field (in C) of p(r) over Q, and let G : Gal(KlQ).
(a) Find the order of G and a set of generators. Is G abelian?
(b) Find the interrnediate field Q c E C K such thatffis not a normal extension of Q. Prove

this in two ways: using the definition and the Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory.
(c) Find am cxtension F of Q <if degree two such ttrat QC -F. c K, and aset of generatorsof

Gat(FfK).
klF

5. Let V and W' be rnodules over a ring fl and let ? € Horn r.(V,W).Let Z : { (u,?(tr)) | u e l/}.
(a) Show that 7 x trZ is a module over tr'.
(b) Show thal Z is a submodule of V x W.
(c) If F. is a field, V is a vector space of dimension n, W \s a v<rtor space of dimension rn and

?| is of rank r, what is the dimension of Z? Verify your clairn.

6. Let R be a commutative ring with l. Recall that R is locnl if R has a unique maximal ideal.
(a) Show that R is local if and only if the set of all nonunits of R is an ideal in .R.
(b)  Supposef t  is  local ,  S is  anonzerocommutat iver ingwi th 1,  and / :B+ S isasur ject ive

ring hornomorphism. Show that ,9 is a local ring.

7. Let G be a group, with center Z(G).
(a) Suppose GIZ(G) is cyclic. Prove that G is abelian.
(b) Suppose G has order 441. Prove that G is solvable. (Prove every claim/result you utilize

in yorrr solution, except for named bheorems.)


